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City of the Gods
Herodotus's Account of Egypt is the second book of
the Histories, which contains descriptions of the
marvels of the south: the size of the land, the
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wonders of the Nile, the religious ceremonies which
will be as fascinating to the modern reader as it was
to the ancient. From the priests at Memphis,
Heliopolis, and the Egyptian Thebes he learned what
he reports of the size of the country, the wonders of
the Nile, the ceremonies of Egyptian religion, their
sacred animals, the Crocodile and the Phoenix, their
funerals and embalming, lotus and papyrus eating,
the great kings and queens, and of the pyramids.
Keep in mind that to Herodotus and the ancient
Greeks, Egypt essentially was Africa - primitive maps
show an ocean on all sides of the mysterious land to
the south; so to understand this place was to know
much of the world.

Egyptian Myths
Open Up Your Egyptian Treasure Box! Enter a world
where gods and goddesses bring about the most
mysterious of worlds, where a lasting kingdom is
formed and a legendary empire follows; where myths
are told that echo throughout centuries and beyond:
The treasure that is Egyptian mythology is an
undeniable pleasure to read. Explore another world of
ancient times, never to be forgotten. The motifs of the
famous Egyptian tales are similar to that of many
other mythologies: Magic is a handy way to explain
the extraordinary; the heroes are larger-than-life, as
they are quite literally the gods that bring about the
nature of the universe; harrowing journeys are
undertaken; the underworld is as real as this world,
and the afterlife must be carefully prepared for;
battles are fought and empires are forged. The
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Egyptians were one of the most successful empires in
history, and their legacy survives because their
traditions and texts were preserved in the most
elaborate tombs created by civilization. We can see
the Egyptian evolution from warring tribes, to a
unified kingdom, to a triumphant and long-lasting
empire through the thread of their treasure trove of
myths and tales. This book can take you through that
journey, beginning with an overview of the Egyptian
peoples and cultures, and into an understanding of
their pantheon of gods and goddesses, to beautiful
and haunting tales of creation and ritual, and into a
glimpse into who these peoples actually were via the
stories they held dear. Some specific elements you
will encounter: - Some of the main gods of the
Egyptian pantheon, with all their quirks and foibles The beauty of the devotion of Isis to the tragic god
Osiris and their son Horus - The lasting devotion to
animal heroes-from Anubis the Jackal to Bastet the
Cat - One of the most complex and fascinating stories
of Creation-Maat and Time - The everlasting brilliance
of the ultimate Sun God, Ra - The making of the
pharaohs-from kings to divine beings - Mystical ritual
and unending cycle of life-from Osiris to the Book of
the Dead - The devotion to death and the devourers
of light - The unfailing devotion in all daily life to the
preservation of balance and harmony - A glimpse into
all of the myriad ways that Egyptian culture and its
mythology still yet influence our world today Egyptian
mythology is diverse and fascinating, offering us an
insight into how ancient people believed and lived,
what they valued and vilified, and how they existed
and thrived. Finally, if you have enjoyed these
treasured tales of Egyptian mythology, don't forget to
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explore the other fantastic realms of mythological
magic in this series of books: Treasures of Egyptian
Mythology, Treasures of Norse Mythology, Treasures
of Roman Mythology, and Treasures of Greek
Mythology. You will find yourself in awe of the
sweeping scope of history and culture represented by
these mythological traditions, as well as have a better
understanding of how we continually make and remake these myths for our own times. That's the
fabulous thing about myths: They never truly die.

Ancient Egyptian Gods, Myths and
Symbols
The most important myth in Ancient Egypt is faithfully
retold in all its filthy, hilarious glory!

Egyptian Mythology
Reissue of the legendary 3,500-year-old Papyrus of
Ani, the most beautiful of the ornately illustrated
Egyptian funerary scrolls ever discovered, restored in
its original sequences of text and artwork.

Pantheon
The Egyptian Myths: A Guide to the
Ancient Gods and Legends
This book is a retelling of Egyptian stories for children
(ages 6-11 depending on reading skill) with question
and answer sections, a hieroglyphic alphabet and
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original black and white line drawings by Julian Heath.
It is the children's version of Tales from Ancient
Egypt, also published by Rutherford Press Ltd.

Christ in Egypt
Shadow is a man with a past. But now he wants
nothing more than to live a quiet life with his wife and
stay out of trouble. Until he learns that she's been
killed in a terrible accident. Flying home for the
funeral, as a violent storm rocks the plane, a strange
man in the seat next to him introduces himself. The
man calls himself Mr. Wednesday, and he knows more
about Shadow than is possible. He warns Shadow that
a far bigger storm is coming. And from that moment
on, nothing will ever he the same

Egyptology
This comparative religion book contains a startling
perspective of the extraordinary history of the
Egyptian religion and its profound influence upon the
later Christian faith. The text demonstrates that the
popular god Horus and Jesus possessed many
characteristics and attributes in common.

Ancient Egypt: Tales of Gods and
Pharaohs
1550 BCE This is a lightly re-edited re-release of
PRIESTESS OF THE NILE. No new material has been
added. Drawn to his abandoned temple on the banks
of the Nile one evening by the notes of a half
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forgotten, sacred song, Sobek the Crocodile God is
unable to resist Merys, the beautiful singer who
innocently summons him. Appearing to her as a man
and concealing his true identity, he’s captivated by
this descendant of his last priestess. Treated by her
family as a servant, denied a dowry and with no
prospects for anything but a life of drudgery, Merys is
happy to steal away to spend time with the handsome
stranger. Their mutual attraction burns hot but Sobek
is forbidden to pursue a human woman and can offer
Merys nothing beyond a few hours snatched from his
duties tending the Nile. Then Egypt’s enemies attack
the peaceful village. Can the love between Merys and
the Crocodile God survive the ultimate test of the
gods? A 21,000 word novella of ancient Egypt…
Suggested reading order for the Gods of Egypt series
(although the books can be read standalone):
PRIESTESS OF THE NILE WARRIOR OF THE NILE
DANCER OF THE NILE MAGIC OF THE NILE (a sequel to
PRIESTESS) GHOST OF THE NILE HEALER OF THE NILE
LADY OF THE NILE SONG OF THE NILE (a sequel to
LADY)

Treasury of Egyptian Mythology
Reproduction of the original: The Religions of Ancient
Egypt and Babylonia by Archibald Henry Sayce

Tales of Ancient Egypt
Examines Egyptian mythology, providing an overview
essay, chronology of the mythological universe, and
alphabetically-arranged entries covering major
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deities, rituals, themes, and beliefs.

American Gods
Ancient Egyptian Gods, Myths and Symbols is a FUN
Myth-filled Short-Story Coloring Book which includes
60 boldly outlined full colored page illustrations, of
the myths and customs of Ancient Egyptians Gods
and Goddesses. Among them are Heru(Horus)
depicted as a human male with the head of a falcon,
Auset(Isis) the goddess of love and motherhood and
Osiris(Ausar), the god of fertility and farming who
hold, regulate the entire universe; giving both
nourishment and increase to all things. Anubis, the
jackal-headed god; and many more. This short-story
children coloring book is sure to delight a new
generation of readers.

Handbook of Egyptian Mythology
From stories of resurrected mummies and thousandyear-old curses to powerful pharaohs and the coveted
treasures of the Great Pyramids, ancient Egypt has
had an unfaltering grip on the modern imagination.
Now, in Egyptian Mythology, Geraldine Pinch offers a
comprehensive introduction that untangles the
mystery of Egyptian Myth. Spanning Ancient Egyptian
culture--from 3200 BC to AD 400--Pinch opens a door
to this hidden world and casts light on its often
misunderstood belief system. She discusses the
nature of myths and the history of Egypt, from the
predynastic to the postpharaonic period. She explains
how Egyptian culture developed around the flooding
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of the Nile, or the "inundation," a phenomenon on
which the whole welfare of the country depended,
and how aspects of the inundation were personified
as deities. She explains that the usually cloudless
skies made for a preoccupation with the stars and
planets. Indeed, much early Egyptian mythology may
have developed to explain the movement of these
celestial bodies. She provides a timeline covering the
seven stages in the mythical history of Egypt and
outlining the major events of each stage, such as the
reign of the sun God. A substantial A to Z section
covers the principal themes and concepts of Egyptian
mythology as well as the most important deities,
demons, and other characters. For anyone who wants
to know about Anubis, the terrifying canine god who
presided over the mummification of bodies and
guarded burials, or Hathor, the golden goddess who
helped women to give birth and the dead to be
reborn, or an explanation of the nun, the primeval
ocean from which all life came, Egyptian Mythology is
the place to look.

Treasures Of Egyptian Mythology
Osiris, the god of the dead; the catlike goddess
Bastet; and the imposing sphinx are well-known
subjects of Egyptian mythology. Egyptian Gods,
Heroes, and Mythology explores the gods, heroes,
creatures, and stories of Egyptian mythology, in
addition to examining their influence today. Aligned
to Common Core Standards and correlated to state
standards. Core Library is an imprint of Abdo
Publishing, a division of ABDO.
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The Complete Gods and Godesses of
Ancient Egypt
In this highly controversial and explosive book,
archaeologist, historian, mythologist and linguist
Acharya S. marshals an enormous amount of startling
evidence to demonstrate that Christianity and the
story of Jesus Christ were created by members of
various secret societies, mystery schools and religions
in order to unify the Roman Empire under one state
religion. In developing such a fabrication, this
multinational cabal drew upon a multitude of myths
and rituals that existed long before the Christian era,
and reworked them for centuries into the religion
passed down to us today. Contrary to popular belief,
there was no single man who was at the genesis of
Christianity; Jesus was many characters rolled into
one. These characters personified the ubiquitous solar
myth, and their exploits were well known, as reflected
by such popular deities as Mithras, Heracles/Hercules,
Dionysos and many others throughout the Roman
Empire and beyond. The story of Jesus as portrayed in
the Gospels is revealed to be nearly identical in detail
to that of the earlier savior-gods Krishna and Horus,
who for millennia preceding Christianity held great
favor with the people. The Christ Conspiracy shows
the Jesus character as not unique or original, not
“divine revelation.” Christianity reinterprets the same
extremely ancient body of knowledge that revolved
around the celestial bodies and natural forces. The
result of this myth making has been “The Greatest
Conspiracy Ever Sold.” .
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The Pyramid Texts
Presenting lessons proven on the firing line, creative
teacher Mr. Donn and his circus dog Maxie show how
to immerse students in learning ancient history and
keep them coming back for more. Sections feature
well-structured plans supported by reproducibles,
special lessons for the computer lab (with links and
handouts), and additional lessons for substitute
teachers. Topics in this unit include geography; the
Nile; the Double Crown and the Three Kingdoms;
hieroglyphics and the Rosetta Stone; major deities;
pyramids and tombs; mummification and burial
practices; temples; pharaohs; nobles, viziers, and
priests; soldiers, scribes, artists, and peasants; daily
life; and archaeology. Grades 6-8. Revised Edition.

Egyptian Mythology
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER In this landmark work,
one of the world’s most renowned Egyptologists tells
the epic story of this great civilization, from its birth
as the first nation-state to its final absorption into the
Roman Empire—three thousand years of wild drama,
bold spectacle, and unforgettable characters. Awardwinning scholar Toby Wilkinson captures not only the
lavish pomp and artistic grandeur of this land of
pyramids and pharaohs but for the first time reveals
the constant propaganda and repression that were its
foundations. Drawing upon forty years of
archaeological research, Wilkinson takes us inside an
exotic tribal society with a pre-monetary economy
and decadent, divine kings who ruled with all-tooPage 10/25
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recognizable human emotions. Here are the years of
the Old Kingdom, where Pepi II, made king as an
infant, was later undermined by rumors of his affair
with an army general, and the Middle Kingdom, a
golden age of literature and jewelry in which the
benefits of the afterlife became available for all, not
just royalty—a concept later underlying Christianity.
Wilkinson then explores the legendary era of the New
Kingdom, a lost world of breathtaking opulence
founded by Ahmose, whose parents were siblings, and
who married his sister and transformed worship of his
family into a national cult. Other leaders include
Akhenaten, the “heretic king,” who with his wife
Nefertiti brought about a revolution with a bold new
religion; his son Tutankhamun, whose dazzling tomb
would remain hidden for three millennia; and eleven
pharaohs called Ramesses, the last of whom presided
over the militarism, lawlessness, and corruption that
caused a crucial political and societal decline.
Riveting and revelatory, filled with new information
and unique interpretations, The Rise and Fall of
Ancient Egypt will become the standard source about
this great civilization, one that lasted—so far—longer
than any other. From the Hardcover edition.

The Christ Conspiracy
This antiquarian book contains Alexandre Dumas's
work "Vaninka". It was first published as part of his
eight-volume series "Celebrated Crimes" (1839-40),
and recounts the true story of brutal torture and
execution in the city of St. Petersburg. A thrilling and
authentic retelling of the notorious case, "Vaninka" is
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not to be missed by fans of the true-crime genre, and
constitutes a must-have for collectors of Dumas's
work. Alexandre Dumas (1802-1870) was a famous
French writer. He is best remembered for his exciting
romantic sagas, including "The Three Musketeers"
and "The Count of Monte Cristo". Despite making a
great deal of money from his writing, Dumas was
almost perpetually penniless thanks to his lavish
lifestyle. His novels have been translated into nearly a
hundred different languages, and have inspired over
200 motion pictures. Many of the earliest books,
particularly those dating back to the 1900s and
before, are now extremely scarce and increasingly
expensive. We are republishing this antiquarian book
in an affordable, modern, high-quality edition
complete with a specially commissioned new
biography of the author.

Stories from Ancient Egypt
"Robert Armour's classic text, long cherished by a
generation of readers, is now complemented with
more than 50 new photographs by Egyptologist Edwin
Brock and drawings by Elizabeth Rodenbeck that
show the gods in their characteristic forms." "Armour
maintains a strong narrative thread with illuminating
commentary in his lively retelling of stories from
Egyptian mythology, including those of the sun god
Ra, the tragic tale of Isis and Osiris, the burlesque of
Horus' battle with the evil Seth, and the "gods of the
intellect" Thoth and Maat. Now with an updated
bibliography and new appendices, this book is sure to
inform and enchant a new generation of
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readers."--Jacket.

Mythology
Presents a general history of the cultural and social
aspects of Ancient Egypt, in a book that also provides
readers with instructions for creating such related
craft projects as a miniature pyramid, a canopic jar,
and a water clock.

The Egyptian Book of the Dead
Elaborate facsimile journal of a fictional Emily Sand's
1926 search for the tomb of the god Osiris presents
an overview of ancient Egypt and Egyptology.

The Penguin Book of Myths and Legends
of Ancient Egypt
Explore the Fascinating Culture of Ancient Egypt!
Read this book for FREE on Kindle Unlimited - Order
Now! 2nd Edition: Are you curious about the Egyptian
myths? Would you like to know more about your
favorite characters? Is it time to dig a little deeper
and hear the real stories of the Egyptian Pharaohs
and Gods? If so, then Egyptian Mythology: Gods,
Kings, Queens, & Pharaohs is the book for you! This
book introduces you to the world of Ancient Egypt,
explains the political system and religious beliefs of
its people, and takes you on a journey to a time when
writing was just beginning - and stories and myths
were of utmost importance. You'll discover the
legends that flourished in this intriguing and worldPage 13/25
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changing time and place! Egyptian Mythology: Gods,
Kings, Queens, & Pharaohs is available for Download
Now. Egyptian Mythology: Gods, Kings, Queens, &
Pharaohs describes the Gods and Goddesses of
Ancient Egypt in great detail. You'll learn about:
Amaunet Amun Anuket Bast Sekmet Hathor Nun
Wadjet Unlike other books on Ancient Egypt, Egyptian
Mythology: Gods, Kings, Queens, & Pharaohs also
introduces you to the Pharaohs and Queens of Egypt:
Pharaoh Narmer Pharaoh Menes Pharaoh Djoser
Pharaoh Snerfu Queen Merneith Queen Neithikret
Queen Sobeknerferu Queen Hatshepsut This book
gives you a thorough grounding in Ancient Egyptian
lore! Download Egyptian Mythology: Gods, Kings,
Queens, & Pharaohs Now for Instant Reading by
Scrolling Up and Clicking the "Buy" Button. Happy
reading

Tales of the Greek Heroes (Film Tie-in)
"The Ancient Egyptians were the greatest story-tellers
of the ancient world. Their tales of creation, death,
sex, violence, friendship and betrayal deserve to be
read and enjoyed by a modern audience." "In this
anthology Joyce Tyldesley retells some of the most
important myths, folk-tales and autobiographies
preserved on papyrus and carved in stone. With
comprehensive commentaries exploring the meaning
of the stories, this collection of fact and fiction allows
us to see Ancient Egypt through the eyes of the
Egyptians themselves."

Ancient Egypt
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The Egyptian pyramid texts, which are the basis of
this work, were collected and inscribed on the walls of
five royal pyramids at Sakkareh between the years
2350 and 2175 B.C. The present work is the first
English translation with commentary.

Gods and Goddesses of Ancient Egypt
Introduces the Greek god Poseidon and explains his
importance; features well-known Greek myths about
this god; and includes a map of ancient Greece and a
family tree of the principal Greek gods. Additional
features to aid comprehension include a table of
contents, informative sidebars, a list of Greek
characters introduced in the text, a list of equivalent
Roman gods and goddesses, sources for further
research including websites, an index, and an
introduction to the author and illustrator.

Daughter of the Gods
Eleven tales of the gods and goddesses of Ancient
Egypt give a coverage of the Egyptian thinking about
gods and human life. There is an introduction to the
world of the Ancient Egyptians, and a guide to the
major gods and goddesses.

Vaninka (Celebrated Crimes Series)
These stories include the great myths - of Amen-Ra,
who created all the creatures in the world; of Isis,
seaching the waters for her dead husband Osiris; of
the Bennu Bird and the Book of Thoth. But there are
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also tales told for pleasure about magic, treasure and
adventure - even the first ever Cinderella story. With
a witty introduction by award-winning author, poet
and former Children's Laureate, Michael Rosen.

Popular Stories of Ancient Egypt
Egypt, 1400s BC. The pharaoh's pampered second
daughter, lively, intelligent Hatshepsut, delights in
racing her chariot through the marketplace and
testing her archery skills in the Nile's marshlands. But
the death of her elder sister, Neferubity, in a
gruesome accident arising from Hatshepsut's games
forces her to confront her guiltand sets her on a
profoundly changed course. Hatshepsut enters a
loveless marriage with her half brother, Thut, to
secure his claim to the Isis Throne and produce a
male heir. But it is another of Thut's wives, the
commoner Aset, who bears him a son, while
Hatshepsut develops a searing attraction for his
brilliant adviser Senenmut. And when Thut suddenly
dies, Hatshepsut becomes de facto ruler, as regent to
her two-year-old nephew. Once, Hatshepsut
anticipated being free to live and love as she chose.
Now she must put Egypt first. Ever daring, she will
lead a vast army and build great temples, but always
she will be torn between the demands of leadership
and the desires of her heart. And even as she makes
her boldest move of all, her enemies will plot her
downfall. Once again, Stephanie Thornton brings to
life a remarkable woman from the distant past whose
willingness to defy tradition changed the course of
history.
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gods and myths of ancient egypt
Explore the real Greek myths behind Percy Jackson's
story - he's not the first Perseus to have run into
trouble with the gods . . . These are the mysterious
and exciting legends of the gods and heroes in
Ancient Greece, from the adventures of Perseus, the
labours of Heracles, the voyage of Jason and the
Argonauts, to Odysseus and the Trojan wars.
Introduced with wit and humour by Rick Riordan,
creator of the highly successful Percy Jackson series.

Priestess of the Nile (Gods of Egypt)
A comprehensive guide to the deities of ancient
Egypt: their origins and their central role in the lives
of the Egyptian people

The Rise and Fall of Ancient Egypt
Mythology can refer to the collected myths of a group
of people-their collection of stories they tell to explain
nature, history, and customs-or to the study of such
myths. As a collection of explanatory stories,
mythology is a vital feature of every culture. Many
sources for myths have been proposed, ranging from
personification of nature or personification of natural
phenomena, to truthful or hyperbolic accounts of
historical events to explanations of existing rituals.
This book covers: Norse MythologyIn this book you
will find information, about Norse Mythology. Norse
mythology, or Scandinavian mythology, is the body of
mythology of the North Germanic people stemming
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from Norse paganism and continuing after the
Christianization of Scandinavia and into the
Scandinavian folklore of the modern period. Most of
the knowledge used to create this book, is from the
Icelandic historian and poet, Snorri Sturluson, who has
written The Prose Edda around the year 1200. The
Norse gods and goddesses were loved by the Vikings.
The Vikings came mainly from Denmark, Norway,
Sweden, Iceland, Faroe Island, and Greenland. Greek
Gods The ancient Greeks believed there were a great
number of gods and goddesses. These gods had
control over many different aspects of life on earth. In
many ways they were very human. They could be
kind or mean, angry or pleasant, cruel or loving. They
fell in love with each other, argued with each other
and even stole from each other. The ancient Greeks
built great temples and sanctuaries to their gods.
They held festivals in their honour, with processions,
sports, sacrifices and competitions. Stories of the
gods' exploits were told to children by their mothers
and to large audiences by professional bards and
storytellers. People today still enjoy hearing stories
about the Greek gods. This book tells the tales of
gods and goddesses such as Zeus, Aphrodite, Apollo,
and Athena and heroes and monsters such as Helen
of Troy, Perseus, and Medusa will fascinate and
engage your imagination. Greek Mythology Greek
Mythology is the body of myths and teachings that
belong to the ancient Greeks, concerning their gods
and heroes, the nature of the world, and the origins
and significance of their own cult and ritual practices.
It was a part of the religion in ancient Greece. The
Greeks were polytheistic in their religious beliefs.
Polytheistic means they believed in and worshiped
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many different gods. Modern scholars refer to and
study the myths in an attempt to shed light on the
religious and political institutions of Ancient Greece
and its civilization, and to gain understanding of the
nature of myth-making itself. Egyptian Gods
Worshiped for over three-fifths of recorded history,
ancient Egypt's Gods and Goddesses are among the
most fascinating of human civilization.. The lives of
pharaohs and commoners alike were dominated by
the need to honor, worship, and pacify the huge
pantheon of deities. From lavish tomb paintings and
imposing temple reliefs to humble household shrines,
countless tributes throughout Egypt reflect the
richness and complexity of their mythology. Ancient
Egypt Ancient Egypt's impact on later cultures was
immense. You could say that Egypt provided the
building blocks for Greek and Roman culture, and,
through them, influenced all of the Western tradition.
Today, Egyptian imagery, concepts, and perspectives
are found everywhere; you will find them in
architectural forms, on money, and in our day to day
lives. Many cosmetic surgeons, for example, use the
silhouette of Queen Nefertiti (whose name means
"the beautiful one has come") in their advertisements.
Scroll to the top of the page and click Add To Cart to
read more about this extraordinary chapters of
history.

The Egypt Game
Explore the ruins of the ancient metropolis and
ceremonial complex of Teotihuacan (Mexico) and
experience what life was like for the people who lived
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there.

Tales from Ancient Egypt
Retells nine tales of ancient Egypt, including the story
of Ra rising from the waters of the Nile to create the
gods of the earth, sky, and rain.

Egyptian Mythology
Few civilizations hold the lure and appeal as ancient
Egypt. Renown for their colossal temples, ornate
tombs and an elaborate god mythology, ancient Egypt
is a land of romance, mystery, and appeal for young
and old. Prepare to be amazed as you dive deep into
one of the most influential and rich cultures the world
has ever seen.

Ancient Egypt
The first time Melanie Ross meets April Hall, she’s not
sure they have anything in common. But she soon
discovers that they both love anything to do with
ancient Egypt. When they stumble upon a deserted
storage yard, Melanie and April decide it’s the perfect
spot for the Egypt Game. Before long there are six
Egyptians, and they all meet to wear costumes, hold
ceremonies, and work on their secret code. Everyone
thinks it’s just a game until strange things start
happening. Has the Egypt Game gone too far?

The Religions of Ancient Egypt and
Babylonia
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From Herodotus to The Mummy, Western civilization
has long been fascinated with the exotic myths and
legends of Ancient Egypt but they have often been
misunderstood. Here acclaimed Egyptologist Joyce
Tyldesley guides us through 3000 years of changing
stories and, in retelling them, shows us what they
mean. Gathered from pyramid friezes, archaological
finds and contemporary documents, these vivid and
strange stories explain everything from why the Nile
flooded every year to their beliefs about what exactly
happened after death and shed fascinating light on
what life was like for both rich and poor. Lavishly
illustrated with colour pictures, maps and family
trees, helpful glossaries explaining all the major gods
and timelines of the Pharoahs and most importantly
packed with unforgettable stories, this book offers the
perfect introduction to Egyptian history and
civilization.

Egyptian Gods, Heroes, and Mythology
The new National Geographic Treasury of Egyptian
Mythology is a stunning tableau of Egyptian myths,
including those of pharaohs, queens, the boisterous
Sun God Ra, and legendary creatures like the Sphinx.
The lyrical storytelling of award-winning author Donna
Jo Napoli dramatizes the timeless tales of ancient
Egypt in the year when Angelina Jolie will make
Cleopatra a multimedia star. And just like the popular
National Geographic Treasury of Greek Mythology, the
stories in this book will be beautifully illustrated to
bring ancient characters vividly to life. The stories are
embellished with sidebars that provide historical,
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cultural, and geographic context and a mapping
feature that adds to the fun and fascination. Resource
notes and ample back matter direct readers to
discover more about ancient Egypt. With its attractive
design and beautiful narrative, this accessible
treasury stands out from all other mythology titles in
the marketplace.

Ancient Egypt
Retells nine tales of ancient Egypt, including the story
of Ra rising from the waters of the Nile to create the
gods of the earth, sky, and rain.

Poseidon
An authoritative guide to the Egyptian myths that
sheds new light on an ancient way of understanding
the world This survey of Egyptian mythology explores
how the ancient Nile-dwellers explained the world
around them. It delves into the creation and evolution
of the world and the reigns of the gods on earth,
before introducing us to the manifestations of Egypt’s
deities in the natural environment; the inventive ways
in which the Egyptians dealt with the invisible forces
all around them; and their beliefs about life after
death. Through his engaging narrative, Garry Shaw
guides us through the mythic adventures of such
famous deities as Osiris, the god murdered by his
jealous brother Seth; the magical and sometimes
devious Isis, who plotted to gain the power of the sun
god Re; and Horus, who defeated his uncle Seth to
become king of Egypt. He also introduces us to lesser
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known myths, such as the rebellions against Re;
Geb’s quest for Re’s magical wig; and the flaying of
the unfortunate god Nemty. From stars and heavenly
bodies sailing on boats, to the wind as manifestation
of the god Shu, to gods, goddesses, ghosts, and
demons—beings that could be aggressive, helpful,
wise, or dangerous—Shaw goes on to explain how the
Egyptians encountered the mythological in their
everyday lives.

An Account of Egypt
Unearth the magic and mythology of ancient Egyptian
gods and goddesses From the rising of the morning
sun to the summer flooding of the Nile River, the
ancient Egyptians believed powerful gods and
goddesses ruled over every aspect of their daily lives.
This Egyptian mythology guide takes you on a trip
through the sands of time to explore the world of
pharaohs and sphinxes--ancient Egypt! Featuring
illustrated myths of incredible Egyptian gods and
goddesses, these stories describe the magic each
deity performed along the Nile. You'll also learn about
how Egyptian mythology was a key part of ancient
Egyptian culture, like pyramid building, the
mummification process, and even the worshiping of
cats. This Egyptian mythology collection includes:
Narratives from the Nile--Explore the gods and
goddesses of Egyptian mythology, from the familiar to
the lesser-known, through 20 easy-to-follow myths.
Amazing artwork--Take a look at the gods, goddesses,
and artifacts of the long-extinct ancient Egyptian
empire with captivating illustrations and photos. Fast
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pharaoh facts--Dig into ancient Egyptian mythology
and culture with plenty of awesome facts on
everything from hieroglyphs to the popular board
game, Senet. Explore the legendary lives of ancient
gods and goddesses with this rich treasury of
Egyptian mythology.
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